MARBLE
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Design Classics in stone
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Heritage Tile collections bring together natural materials, authentic
forms, and timeless traditions in ceramic tile and stone.
We care about the craft. And so do our customers.

Ostea Antica - Near Rome, Italy
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QuickShip Patterns

QuickShip Program
The QuickShip Program from Marble Mosaics, a
Heritage Tile collection, offers nine classic patterns
and one classic Greek key border.
QuickShip patterns from Marble Mosaics are the
perfect solution for timely product
delivery. These patterns are available online and
in-stock in Carrara White and Nero
Marquina Black marble, ready to ship at the click of a
button.

MMBH1HA - 1-1/4” Hexagon
Honed Carrara White

MMBH3HA - 3” Hexagon
Honed Carrara White

MMBQ0HA - 5/8” Square MMBP0HA - 3/4”Penny Round
Honed Carrara White
Honed Carrara White

MMBH1HF - 1-1/4” Hexagon
Honed Jet Black

MMBH3HF - 3” Hexagon
Honed Jet Black

MMBQ0HF - 9/16” Square
Honed Jet Black

MMBL0HA - Lattice
Honed Carrara White Hex

MMBS0HA - Spiral
Honed Carrara White

MMBZ0HA - Zanzibar
Honed Carrara White

MMBB0HA - Basket Weave
Honed Carrara White

MMBO0HA - Octagon
Honed Carrara White

The QuickShip program has an emphasis on classic
design, and paired with Subway Ceramics, offers a
complete design
solution.
Pair any QuickShip pattern with the gloss Bianco
glaze from Subway Ceramics, a Heritage Tile
collection, to get a stunning balance between
Carrara marble and cool white ceramic glaze.

Confirm your order today, we ship tomorrow.
Order Online.
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MMBG5HA - Greek Key Border
Honed Carrara White
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MMB12HA - 12”x12” Tile
Honed Carrara White

MMB12HF - 12”x12” Tile
Honed Jet Black
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Solid
Fields
Made-To-Order
Program

Made-To-Order Patterns
The Made-To-Order program gives you the
freedom to customize any of the 10 QuickShip
patterns in any combination from the 24 MadeTo-Order marble color palette.
Connect with a Heritage Tile client support
specialist to complete your order specifications
and discuss fulfillment options, including
expedited delivery services, if needed.
Specify your next tile project to a trusted provider
of ceramic tile and stone known for authentic,
classic, and timeless solutions.

Made-To-Order SKUs:
If substituting the QuickShip black and white patterns to a Made-To-Order color palette, please specify the
Made-To-Order SKU. To add a color to a solid field, simply note the Attribute Code in front of the SKU.
To add colors to a two-color pattern, note the dominant color’s Attribute Code in front of the SKU, and
substitute the secondary color’s Attribute Code for the “XX.”
SKU Example
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QuickShip

Made-To-Order

MMBL0XX - lattice

HR-MMBL0HX - lattice
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Complimentary Collections

Marble Mosaics

For the perfect blend between ceramic and marble, turn to Subway Ceramics, a Heritage Tile collection.
Marble Mosaics and Subway Ceramics are the same thickness, allowing them to be used together.
Our historic tile is beautifully crafted with design, tradition and functionality
in mind. Whether you’re looking for a classic design or want to use
historically authentic tile for a more modern installation, we’ve got the tools
to help you achieve your dream space.

Perfectly match your marble floor to your ceramic tile using the guide below.

Gloss White & Statuary

Gloss Bone & Crema Marfil

HERITAGETILE.COM:
Our website provides an optimal viewing experience for
architects and interior designers. Catalogs, design guides,
assembly diagrams, inspiration images, and test certification s
are right at your fingertips. This easy-to-access information is
designed to help you evaluate, present, and select inspiring tile solutions for
your projects. You can also easily order sample books and cards to review our
colors and product quality first-hand.
EXPERIENCE IT PROGRAM:
No two projects are alike. We offer resources to meet the unique
design challenges of your space. Our Sample Books and Cards
are a hands-on way to see the quality, beauty and character of
our product. Request our sample books and cards to keep in
your material library for reference.
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Gloss Bianco & Carrara

Gloss Avalon & Calacatta

DESIGN CONSULTANTS:
Consider Heritage Tile as your partner committed to the success
of your project. We sincerely care about our craft, and are eager
to share our experience and design resources with you. Design
Consultants are here to assist you from concept and design,
to installation and maintenance. We will answer questions and keep you
updated with new products, exciting projects and design inspiration. Our
commitment is always to you, feel free to reach out with design questions,
sample requests, or order specifications. We are ready to help.

Sky Blue & Celeste

Heather Gray& Italy Gray

EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT:
Continue your education with Heritage Tile. Our AIA/IDCEC
accredited CEU programs offer something for everyone.
Whether you are interested in the dynamic changes of thought
and design at the turn of the century, or are curious how a 16th
century Japanese aesthetic is connected to Frank Lloyd Wright, we have a
course for you.

Khaki & Light Emparado

Celadon & Ming Green
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Marble Mosaics

Custom Made-To-Order Design - Intersect by Lexus - NYC, Chelsea, NY
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Terms and Conditions of Sale
ORDERING:
Heritage Tile offers design consultation services to assist you with
your tile order, but we are not responsible for quantities ordered or
installation. If your salesperson has figured quantities, verify with
your contractor before ordering. Some tiles must be ordered in full
box quantities only. Your order may need to be adjusted accordingly.
INSTALLATION:
Tile installation techniques should conform to standard industry
methods as specified by the Tile Council of North America (https://
www.tcnatile.com/). No adjustment can be made once material has
been installed.
SEALING:
Refer to the sealer manufacturer’s warranty, technical and product
information for specific details on product installation, lifespan, and
product applications (including any warnings) before use. Heritage
Tile, LLC does not accept responsibility or liability for installation,
sealing or refinishing of any product.
CARE & MAINTENANCE:
Tile surfaces should be cleaned routinely with an appropriate, non
oil-based household or commercial cleaner. Routine cleaners should
never contain acids or ammonia. Acids can damage the grout and
surface of the tile, and ammonia can discolor the grout. Never use
abrasive materials that are capable of scratching the tile surface.
ALWAYS test in a small area PRIOR to usage of any installation/
tile/cleaning/maintenance product to determine whether the product
you are about to apply serves its intended purpose.
PAYMENT TERMS:
All materials are purchased with 50% down payment due upon
placement of order. The balance is due prior to shipment. Please
contact us with your method of payment by doing one of the
following:
• Sales quotations sent via email will include a “Pay Now” button for
convenient and secure credit card payments.
• If you have received a TRADE discount on your order, please use
either ACH payment, wire transfer, or check payment.
• Check payments should be sent to: HERITAGE TILE, 312
Investment Ct, Verona, WI 53593
• International orders (outside of Canada & USA) should be paid
through wire transfer, or contact us at support@heritagetile.com to
check for ACH payment availability.
Prices are FOB regional distribution point. All prices are subject to
change. Quotation prices and shipping charges are valid for 30 days.
*Quotation prices and shipping charges are valid for 30 days*
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SPECIAL ORDERS:
Special/custom orders (custom made-to-order mosaics, etc.) cannot
be cancelled once the order has been confirmed and/or down
payment remitted. Special order or custom items cannot be returned.
SHIPPING:
Available shipping methods include FedEx or common carrier
freight. We reserve the right to override a carrier specified on the PO
when an alternative is deemed more appropriate. All shipping costs
must be either prepaid or billed to the purchaser’s own shipping
account. If you would prefer to have your shipment delivered with
signature required, contact us to make that request. Note that
Heritage Tile is not liable for lost or stolen orders once FedEx or
common carrier update the order to “delivered”.
UPON DELIVERY:
Each Marble Mosaics order is carefully checked for accurate
fulfillment and packed for a safe delivery. Upon delivery, immediately
inspect your shipment against the Packing List on each shipping
carton for quantity, color, and for any shipping damage. Contact
Heritage Tile LLC immediately if any problems exist within 5 days
following receipt of your order.
CLAIMS:
Any damage that is apparent upon delivery must be noted on
the freight carrier delivery receipt. All claims for fulfillment
discrepancies or materials damaged in shipment must be presented
in writing to Heritage Tile, LLC within five days of delivery. No
claims can be made once material has been installed.
RETURNS:
Heritage Tile has a no return policy. All sales are final
WARRANTY:
All Heritage Tile Collections materials are warranted to the
original consumer purchaser to be free from defects in material
and workmanship for one (1) year from the date of installation.
Installation constitutes acceptance of the product. Damage to
product caused by inappropriate installation, accident, misuse, abuse,
or improper maintenance is not covered by this warranty.Variations
in shade and crazing are inherent characteristics thereof and are
not defects. Product may vary from control sample as per industry
practices. Variations in thickness will be allowed as per industry
standards. No warranties are made against crazing, scratching or
wear due to: improper installation-including improper alteration
of the surface with sealers or grout, falling objects, abuse, misuse,
exposure to extreme temperatures, using improper chemicals
or compounds, non-foot traffic wear or other similar incidents.
Heritage Tile, LLC hereby disclaims implied warranties including
that of Merchantability and Fitness for a Particular Purpose and any
liability for special, incidental, or consequential damages.
USAGE CONSTITUTES ACCEPTANCE.
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